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ABSTRACT
The supply chain is a thriving industry where numerous parties
have different interests. Subsequently, the immense volume of data
produced is difficult to audit. Some information can be lost or in-
tentionally distorted in the process. Blockchain as an open, public,
borderless, neutral, and censorship-resistant architecture can signif-
icantly complement supply chains. A new supply chain architecture
is proposed in this work, where the tokenized directed acyclic hy-
pergraph (DAG) represents real-world production processes. An
anti-aerosol respirator manufacturing is used as an illustration ex-
ample. By tokenizing all parts of multi-component products, supply
chain data is automatically timestamped and secured. Moreover, the
DAG design allows one to trace-back all the elements of the final
product to their origin. Blockchain can formally audit the entire
supply chain without the need to go from place to place. A single
incorruptible operations log creates an enabling environment for
an unbiased reputation system to emerge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The supply chain industry’s growth globally enabled the quality
manufacturing of products [1]. Over the decades, supply chain
networks have evolved into a more complex and complicated man-
ufacturing process manufacturing complex and composite products.
Consumer goods, such as clothes, food, furniture, etc., go through
multiple intermediaries layers of the supply chain until the retailer.
An average supply chain comprises producers, vendors, warehouses,
transportation companies, distribution centres, and retailers.

Loss of information is inevitable and lacks trust, thus leading
to an inefficient supply chain’s functioning. At the same time, the
end customer has no option but to rely on its authenticity. Another
problem in the modern supply chain industry is the high entry
threshold for new entities like large manufacturers willing to work
with established companies. All these problems narrow down to
trust between entities.

With the beginning of Bitcoin [2], it became possible to trans-
fer digital value with unprecedented transparency and security.
Blockchain–the underlying technology of Bitcoin, guarantees data
safety and availability as a single source of information. The
blockchain architecture’s openness allows anyone to verify integrity
and validity [3], [4]. The alternate cryptocurrency, Ethereum [5],
enables the transfer of digital value more flexibly with smart con-
tracts.

This paper proposes a supply chain architecture in which the
blockchain is a single secure bulletin board. This information source
is neutral and incorruptible and allows participants to reach a con-
sensus effectively. Since all information is available in one place,
checking the reliability of counterparties is much more comfort-
able. At the same time, the final buyer can independently verify the
quality of the received product.

2 RELATEDWORK
Lack of visibility in the product’s tracking results in counterfeiting
or replacement of products. Protecting legitimate supply chains
from fraud has become a significant challenge [6]– [8]. Some com-
panies are trying to develop highly sophisticated methods that
would be practically impossible to falsify or even reproduce. Some
manufacturers choose to conceal specific details according to which
they can check their parts’ authenticity in the market. These costs
come from many areas, and reducing the lack of visibility and
accountability can increase operational expenses.
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Businesses adopt blockchain [2] over the existing database stor-
age system because it provides data integrity and cannot be altered,
making it easy to audit and track [3], [4]. Some studies have pro-
vided theoretical and empirical studies on blockchain traceability
and tracking capability gaining customer confidence [9]– [15].

The common way to launch a blockchain on the top of the ex-
isting supply chain is to perform tokenization–asset conversion
into the blockchain where it can be recorded, stored or transferred
[16]. One needs to associate products with(non-fungible, utility)
tokens and commit their movement and transformation history to
the ledger. The project also needs currency tokens (fungible) if the
payment logic is assumed to be performed on the blockchain. As a
result, companies can manage the flow of goods with blockchain’s
potentiality and simultaneously monitor financial transactions. The
majority of the blockchain application with supply chain method-
ology focuses on tracking a product’s physical movement instead
of its production journey [17]– [28]. Labels design and choice [29],
[30], together with the privacy aspects [31], are under discussion as
well. Big companies also present their solutions for the supply chain
but usually without a technical description and open-source code.
Thus, Provenance implemented this concept for tuna fish, where
the source of fish’s origin could be tracked from port to plate [32].
Walmart and FedEx have integrated blockchain with the supply
chain in tracking a single product type [33], [34], e.g., to monitor
its physical position, overlooking conversion or transformation of
the product into a different form.

The best practice for blockchain tokenization is its expression
as an open-source smart contract with formally declared emission,
transfer, and transformation rules [5], [35]. A solidity programming
language is a common tool for smart contract implementation due
to the big community and standards presence [16]. Most of the
standards are proposed as Ethereum Request for Comments (ERCs)
and include currency, utility, security token types, and hybrid ver-
sions [36]– [39]. Writing data of a specific tokenized product on
the blockchain is not challenging. However, committing the data
of merging two or more non-fungible token and convert it to form
a new token still problematic. Although ERC1155 [38] tokens give
the leverage of combining tokens to different indexes, they are not
considered a new token type because these tokens are liable to
move or be spent. The manufacturing process can be regarded as a
directed acyclic hypergraph (DAG) [40], where vertices represent
product-state pairs.

Edges are the transitions from a subset of vertices to another
subset of vertices. For example, one can use a 1-to-1 transaction to
represent selling and a 2-to-1 transaction to represent an assembling
of two details into a new one. Hypergraphs are used instead of
graphs to provide events atomicity by design. We consider a multi-
component production logging in blockchain and propose a token
standard to deal with it. Information about all processes occurring
in supply chains should be structured and ordered naturally and
written in the blockchain. It is necessary to provide a way to process
and log all possible actions in supply chains. Papers [41]– [43] deal
with the same problem. Our impact is the implementation within a
single token standard and hypergraphs with logging and atomicity
by design. The proposed standard is an extension on the top of
ERC1155.

3 METHODOLOGY
Processes inside the supply chain network need to be recorded
to the blockchain in a structured and ordered manner. In parallel,
to provide a way to process and log all plausible actions in a real
supply chain model.

3.1 Supply chain directed acyclic hypergraph
We formalized a methodology by considering an arbitrary supply
chain as a directed acyclic hypergraph. Graph Vertex represents
the state of a product in a supply chain at a specific location in the
process, i.e., product-state pair. Graph Edge is the transition of a
product-state pair to another product-state pair, as shown in Figure
1
If multiple products are used to create another composite product,
the node would have multiple sources, indicating the part it com-
prises. If the composite product has been disassembled, then the
edge would have multiple target vertices for the resulting parts. We
assume that if a product in the supply chain has changed its state
once, it cannot return to its previous state (tokens are non-fungible
by default), but it can change to a similar state as in the previous
one. Such that there are no directed cycles in the graph.

3.2 Standard of tokens
Token standards define as a common interface for smart contracts
to unify and simplify the integration process for var-ious wallets,
exchanges, and other services. Token standards distinguish between
interchangeable, non-interchangeable, and hybrid tokens:

• Interchangeable tokens are fungible tokens, i.e., they do
not differ from each other. For example, if one token repre-
sents a value, then it will be equal to any other token[36].

• Non-interchangeable tokens are non-fungible tokens, i.e.,
they differ from each other. For example, for a tokenized real
estate, one token that represents a specific real estate object
will not be equal to any other token. Each token stands
unique [37].

• Hybrid tokens are a combination of fungible and non-
fungible tokens, i.e., creating sets of interchangeable tokens.
For example, tokenizing investment portfolios, where each
investment portfolio can contain different sets of fungible
and non-fungible token sets [38], [39].

We use the ERC1155 token for our implementation, a standard for
hybrid tokens that can work within a single smart contract. A smart
contract deployed by a company’s ethereum address can create
tokens, make token transactions, and perform other functionalities
as long as they are the token owner.

This approach saves resources and reduces commissions and is
also ideal for tokenizing supply chain models because a company
can produce different products. Therefore, to represent it in the
tokenized standard, it will work best using the ERC1155 standard.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
A product goes through different supply chain entities, and each
entity has different business processes and agreements among dif-
ferent entities. Each entity should deploy its smart contract. Such a
smart contract will manage tokens representing the supply chain
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Figure 1: Example of directed acyclic hypergraph for supply chain.

products in the entities’ possession. The smart contract also handles
all manipulations that occur with these tokens, i.e., products.

If the product-state pair changes, the company creates a new
token. Such product-state pair transition can be represented as
vertices and edges on the supply chain network. The supply chain’s
significance is that different entities own the product at a different
time. On the blockchain, various smart contracts and edges must
point to tokens transfer from other smart contracts. Simultaneously,
designing such edges within the ERC1155 standard framework is
designed only for sending tokens to another account existing in
the same smart contract.

4.1 Token address as vertex
A token is a non-interchangeable token or a set of interchangeable
tokens that exits at different indexes independent of each other.
Each created token is assigned a unique address such that another
token can be sent to it, hence creating the necessary edge between
two vertices. If the tokens are located in different smart contracts,
a token is created in the receiver’s smart contract, and then the
transaction to the created token address is done in the sender’s
smart contract. The operation of sending a token is inexpensive
because changes occur in two memory cells, i.e., in the sender’s
balance and the recipient’s balance.

For the supply chain graph’s data to be consistent, the private
key should not exist to the token address. The token addresses must
be unique. The smart contract’s unique address can be used to get
the next token address, thus increasing it in token creation.

tokenAddress = contract Addr + token Index Value .

The cryptographic hash function calculates the smart contract
addresses. Therefore, it is impossible to deploy the smart contract to
the desired address. Consequently, you can send tokens to “neigh-
bouring” smart contract addresses by permanently blocking these
tokens and creating edges in the graph. Since all addresses are
indexed, the token address is the “neighbour” address of the cor-
responding smart contract and can quickly restore one address by
knowing the other.

4.2 Address of the set of tokens
For splitting a single token into multiple tokens, the preceding
method is inefficient. The tokens will be blocked once transacted
andwill have zero balance to create a second edge. The set of tokens’

address is to generalize the technique described above with multiple
outgoing edges.

Formalizing an address represents a set of outgoing addresses by
sequentially indexing the receiving address in an array. The token
set’s desired address is the bitwise exclusive “or” address of the
smart contract and the hash of the set of token numbers.

Because of the cryptographic hash function, it is impossible to
recover any information from the address of a set of tokens. There-
fore, a set of token addresses should be recorded to the blockchain
before using the set of tokens’ address.

4.3 ERC1155 DAG
The basic implementation of the ERC1155 exits and is inherited
for generating a smart contract for the company. The most suit-
able smart contract option is the ERC1155Mintable, in which token
issuance is unlimited, and supply chain participants can create var-
ious new tokens as needed. As per the requirement, each entity
can deploy an instance of the smart contract and function indepen-
dently. The contract owner can only create tokens with balance and
transfer to the calculated token address whose private key doesn’t
exist, hence making a transaction on the blockchain. Once a final
product is created, the product owner also owns an instance of the
contract and can quickly transfer the ownership.

5 EXAMPLE
The implementation is considered for a simplified example of an
anti-aerosol respirator’s supply chain. Three entities are involved
in manufacturing anti-aerosol respirators. First, the respirator man-
ufacturer produces gas mask respirators, which are produced from
plastic pellets. The plastic pellets take different forms until gas mask
respirators are manufactured, in the later stage, used by anti-aerosol
manufacturers. Second, the filter manufacturers produce and man-
age the supply chain of two different types of filters, i.e., gas mask
filter and anti-aerosol filter, procured by respirator manufacturer
and anti-aerosol manufacturer. Third, the anti-aerosol manufac-
turer procures the gas mask respirators and replaces the gas mask
filter with anti-aerosol filters procured from filter manufacturers
to generate anti-aerosol respirators. The respirator store regularly
buys gas masks for subsequent retail sale.
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Figure 2: Simplified supply chain for Anti-aerosol respirator Manufacturer
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An illustration of one of these anti-aerosol respirators’ supply
chains in terms of smart contracts and ERC1155DAG tokens is
provided in Figure 2. Three instances of the smart contract were
deployed ganache test network to reproduce the actions from the
example. Ganache is a prototype of a blockchain that runs on a
personal computer, it is mainly used for developing a decentralised
application (DApp). In order to distinguish between these con-
tracts, additional contract ERC1155SUPPLYCHAINCOMPANY was
deployed, which will store the company’s name that owns a partic-
ular instance of the contract.

The demo of the contract is available at https://github.com/
yashmadhwal/SupplyChainCase.

6 CONCLUSION
The proposed architecture protects buyers from counterfeit prod-
ucts and gives the buyer a snapshot of the entire product supply
chain. The information is organized chronologically, forming a
directed acyclic graph of tokens. Such structured data is easily an-
alyzed and verified, both internally and by the end-user. With all
information available on the blockchain, verification and auditing
are feasible. With the complete tokenization of products in supply
chains and the use of a single source of information, i.e., blockchain
can be relied on for data integrity and reliability. The abundance of
data in a single source of information will allow tracking disputes
and assessing the reliability of contractors effectively.
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